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School Mental Health Ontario

▪ A provincial implementation support team

▪ Funded by the Ministry of Education

▪ Bridging research, policy, and practice

▪ Using implementation science principles and practices

▪ To promote uptake of evidence-informed, culturally-responsive practices 

▪ In consistent, scalable, and sustainable ways

▪ Across the tiers of intervention Research

PracticePolicy



School Mental Health Ontario

▪ 72 district school boards

▪ Urban, suburban, rural, remote

▪ 5000 schools

▪ 127,000 educators

▪ 1,200 SMH professionals

▪ 2,000,000 students

Ontario

USA



Post-pandemic student mental health is variable, and disproportionalities exist.

5 Big Ideas Related to
Post-Pandemic School Mental Health
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Our greatest contribution in school mental health is upstream.

Look for (and equip) the helpers.

Evidence-informed practice is necessary but not sufficient.

Building student mental health is a shared responsibility.
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Post-pandemic student mental 
health is variable, and 

disproportionalities exist.
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Pandemic realities have 
magnified pre-existing 
disparities and 
disproportionalities in 
health and mental health 
outcomes, amidst a 
backdrop of overall 
increased need.

Pandemic Realities



Global Wisdom on Pandemic Recovery

"The new normal should include pervasive incorporation of an 
equity lens to all of our research, teaching and care practices, 

the necessary investments in culture change, learning and 
leadership to get there, and a shift in resources to historically 

discriminated communities and historically colonized and 
impoverished nations. 

The prize is the wellbeing of all people"

(I-CIRCLE, 2021)

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(21)00037-1/fulltext


How can we address disparities in school mental 
health access and outcomes?

▪ Examine structures and processes for mental health service delivery to 
disrupt systemic racism

▪ Identify and address barriers to access

▪ Challenge stigma with mental health awareness and literacy

▪ Provide culturally responsive, identity affirming, evidence-informed mental 
health services

▪ Ground practice through self-reflective practice and humility

Centre every student
8



Addressing Disparities in Ontario Schools

Identity Affirming School Mental Health Frame, 2023



Addressing Disparities in Ontario Schools

Identity Affirming School Mental Health Frame, 2023

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CiefHwESxDc


Our greatest contribution in 
school mental health is 

upstream.

1
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“We can’t treat our way out of this”

Crisis narrative                                            Pressure to “do something” in schools

          

                          

               

        Reflex Response

                                                                           Hire more school psychologists!  

                                                                           Hire more school social workers! 



“We can’t treat our way out of this”

And while schools would appreciate this valuable resource, this response is 

insufficient and may even be harmful in some jurisdictions.

▪ May inadvertently deplete our safety net in community mental health

▪ Puts a focus on reactive instead of proactive approaches

▪ Perpetuates stigma about mental health problems

▪ Puts responsibility on clinicians to “fix” the problem

▪ Negates the power of promotion and prevention



The Main Role of Schools in 
Child and Youth Mental Health

▪ Mental Health Promotion

▪ Early Identification and Support

▪ Prevention

▪ Early Intervention

▪ Pathways to, from, through more intensive services

To truly impact mental health and 
well-being, we need to start early…

 building knowledge and skills and 
creating places of hope and belonging.

We need to work UPSTREAM.
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Multi-Tiered Systems of Support 
help to illustrate the role of schools. 

When it comes to supporting 
student mental health, we are 

mostly focused on mental health 
promotion (Tier 1) and prevention 

services (Tier 2), and less on 
intensive services (Tier 3). 
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Read more about the #HearNowON 2021 Student Survey and Forums

Working Upstream in Ontario Schools

https://smho-smso.ca/online-resources/hearnowon-2021-student-voices-on-mental-health-final-report/


Working Upstream in Ontario Schools



Working Upstream in Ontario Schools

https://vimeo.com/906150936?share=copy


Look for (and equip) the 
helpers.

1
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Global Wisdom on Pandemic Recovery
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“Schools serve as a primary point of access to mental health services and 
promotion for many young people, and front-line actors such as teachers 
are often well-placed to identify early symptoms of mental health issues." 
(OECD, 2021)

"The growing field of task-sharing (which refers to the adoption of skills 
and tools by non-specialists...) needs to be scaled up and 
mainstreamed. In this way, specialist clinicians can be capacity-building 
partners and backup care providers for an array of other front-line 
workers." (I-CIRCLE, 2021)

https://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/supporting-young-people-s-mental-health-through-the-covid-19-crisis-84e143e5/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(21)00037-1/fulltext


Who do students turn to first at school?

▪ Educators

▪ Student Support Staff 

▪ Guidance Educators/Student Success Teachers

▪ Special Education Resource Teachers

▪ Coaches

▪ Peers

▪ Others (e.g., office staff, administrators)
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Equipping Natural Helpers in Ontario Schools
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Equipping Natural Helpers in Ontario Schools
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Equipping Natural Helpers in Ontario Schools
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Evidence-informed practice is 
necessary but not sufficient.

1
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Organizational Challenges

Knowledge Challenges

Implementation Challenges

Equity Challenges

Coordination Challenges

Engagement Challenges

EVIDENCE
Research is clear 
about what works in 
School Mental Health 
(and what doesn’t)

PRACTICE
Effective programming 
is rarely scaled, 
sustained, so most 
students do not benefit

The School Mental Health Challenge



Implementation Science
Not just WHAT, but HOW…

Effective 
Interventions

Foundational 
Infrastructure

Systematic 
Implementation

Positive and 
Sustainable 

Outcomes for 
Student Mental 

Health

X X =



Effective Interventions

▪ There are many programs, speakers, resources, initiatives, surveys, courses, 
etc. in the child and youth mental health marketplace, especially now.

▪ Some are rooted in evidence, but many are untested.

▪ Many more are untested locally with your student populations.

▪ Many are too costly to scale or sustain.

▪ Some are harmful.



Foundational Infrastructure

▪ Foundations for Effective School Mental Health Practice help to create 
hospitable environments for mental health promotion, prevention, and 
early intervention programming (e.g., leadership commitment, SMH 
strategy and action plan, established protocols)

▪ School environments that are welcoming, supportive, caring, and anti-
racist, anti-oppressive facilitate effective practice in school mental health 
that centres every student



Systematic Implementation

▪ Even strong evidence-informed programs are only effective if students 
receive them!  

▪ Most programming is introduced with enthusiasm, but after training 
sessions, and perhaps initial efforts to implement, manuals sit on shelves

▪ Ongoing implementation support and monitoring is required

▪ Selection of programming that is implementation-sensitive by nature is 
helpful (e.g., everyday mental health, curriculum-embedded materials)



Getting to Uptake

▪ Uptake is complex and "doesn't just happen"

▪ Implementation science can help us to anticipate barriers to uptake, and to 
leverage structures, processes and people than can assist

▪ Minimally, getting to uptake of a particular practice requires:

• Awareness

• Alignment and Acceptability

• Adoption

• Adaptation

• Assessment and Adjustment



Getting to Uptake in Ontario Schools



Getting to Uptake in Ontario Schools



Building student mental health 
is a shared responsibility.
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Tier 3

Tier 3

Tier 1

School Mental Health Supports

Community Mental Health Care



A Shared Responsibility

Hospital care

Crisis/Distress Lines

Drop In Clinics

Family Physicians

Nurse Practitioners

Cultural Practitioners

Faith Leaders

Public Health

Sports and Recreation

etc…
37
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+
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Parents/ 

Caregivers
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Right Time, 
Right Care

A Shared Responsibility in Ontario



Post-pandemic student mental health is variable, and disproportionalities exist.

5 Big Ideas Related to
Post-Pandemic School Mental Health
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Our greatest contribution in school mental health is upstream.

Look for (and equip) the helpers.

Evidence-informed practice is necessary but not sufficient.

Building student mental health is a shared responsibility.
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Towards a New Beginning

When we took an inventory of our systems, structures, 
and services during the pandemic, what did we learn?

Zunin & Myers, 2000

What does a 
new beginning 
look like?

How will we get 
there?



SMHILE helps to inspire a new beginning!



ONTARIO

Contact: Kathy Short, Ph.D., C.Psych.
Executive Director, School Mental Health Ontario

kshort@smho-smso.ca
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